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Data from the EUBREWNET server can be obtained either 
downloading simple text files or using the so-called “access 
functions”, the latter being better for use inside codes
In this tutorial, we will show how to download and parse the 
data from EUBREWNET, and how to compare it to the OMI-








1) Point your web browser to
http://rbcce.aemet.es/eubrewnet
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2) To download data, you need to be logged in
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3) If you don’t have your login information, send an email to











4) Click on the station  
you’re interested in
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5) Take a look at the 
description of the Brewer 
and scroll down...
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5) … until you reach the 
download selection area
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6) Select the product, 
level, and date, and  
then  click on  the link
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7) A pop-up  with some 
utilization guidelines will open.
After you click on “Accept”, 
the file download will begin.
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8) The file starts with a very 
descriptive header...
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8) … and below the header 
you will find the data in CSV 
format
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Access functions are just web URLs pointing to data
They are easy to use inside your code








1) Open the “EUBREWNET wiki” by clicking on “Links”
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2) Scrolling down a bit, 
you will find a description 
of the options available to 
all the access functions...
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2) … and below it, you will 








3) For example, to download the Level 1.5 ozone for Brewer #185 and 








4) The access functions’ URLs do work from within any web browser, 
but you usually need to be logged in EUBREWNET’s server
The default output is a JSON string...  
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4) … but to get a text output you just have to add to the URL
&format=text 
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4) … and to get the data between 2015-06-01 and 2015-06-02, also add 
&enddate=2015-06-02
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Code examples from the next slides are available at
http://rbcce.aemet.es/svn/azores/brewer-omi/
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Generating the URL of the access function
azores2016_o3l15.mazores2016_o3l15.m
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Downloading the OMTO3 Level 2 overpass data
azores2016_omto3.mazores2016_omto3.m
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Parsing and selecting the data
azores2016_omto3.mazores2016_omto3.m
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Plotting the OMTO3 product for Izaña
azores2016_omto3.mazores2016_omto3.m
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If you don’t have login information, contact eubrewnet@aemet.es
You can manually download EUBREWNET’s data in files or using 
the access functions
EUBREWNET’s access functions will work nicely inside your code
If you already have a code to read data from the AVDC, AERONET, 
… you can mostly reuse it for EUBREWNET
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